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Classical Ques&on Answering

Q: “where was Barack Obama born”

‣ Form seman&c representa&on from seman&c parsing, execute against 
structured knowledge base

λx. type(x, Location) ∧ born_in(Barack_Obama, x)

(other representa&ons like SQL possible too…)

‣ How to deal with open-domain data/rela&ons? Need data to learn how 
to ground every predicate or need to be able to produce predicates in a 
zero-shot way



QA is very broad
‣ Factoid QA: what states border Mississippi?, when was Barack Obama 

born? (e.g. user search on Google)

‣ Lots of this could be handled by QA from a knowledge base, if we had a 
big enough knowledge base
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QA is very broad

‣ “Ques&on answering” as a term is so broad as to be meaningless

‣ What is the meaning of life?

‣ What is the translaEon of [sentence] into French? [McCann et al., 2018]

‣ What is 4+5?

‣ What temperature should I cook chicken to?

‣ Why did WW2 start?



QA as Search

‣ Google can deal with misspellings, so more misspellings happen — 
Google has to do more!



QA as Search

‣ “Has Chris Pra1 won an Oscar?” / “Has he won an Oscar”
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QA as Dialogue
‣ Dialogue is a very natural way to find informa&on from a search engine 

or a QA system

Iyyer et al. (2017)

‣ QA is hard enough on 
its own

‣ Users move the 
goalposts

‣ Challenges:



QA as Dialogue
‣ UW QuAC dataset: Ques&on 

Answering in Context

Choi et al. (2018)



Conversa&onal Machine Reading
‣ Answer is not directly 

expressed in text, but need to 
be derived in combina&on 
with the background 
knowledge about the user. 

Saeidi et al. (2018)

‣ Clarifica&on ques&ons oden 
needed to obtain more 
background knowledge 
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Reading Comprehension
‣ “AI challenge problem”: 

answer ques&on given 
context

Richardson (2013)

‣ MCTest (2013): 500 
passages, 4 ques&ons 
per passage

‣ Two ques&ons per 
passage explicitly require 
cross-sentence reasoning
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QA Dataset Explosion

‣ 50+ QA datasets released since 2015

‣ Ques&on answering: ques&ons are in natural language

‣ “Cloze” task: word (oden an en&ty) is removed from a sentence

‣ Answers: mul&ple choice or require picking from the passage

‣ Require human annota&on

‣ Answers: mul&ple choice, pick from passage, or pick from vocabulary

‣ Can be created automa&cally from things that aren’t ques&ons

‣ SQuAD, TriviaQA are most well-known (others: Children’s Book Test, 
QuAC, WikiHop, HotpotQA, NaturalQues&ons, WebQues&ons …)
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Children’s Book Test

Hill et al. (2015)

‣ Children’s Book Test: take a sec&on of a children’s story, block out an 
en&ty and predict it (one-doc mul&-sentence cloze task)

????



Mul&ple-Choice

Zellers et al. (2018)

‣ SWAG dataset was constructed 
to be difficult for ELMo

‣ BERT subsequently got 20+% 
accuracy improvements and 
achieved human-level 
performance

‣ Problem: distractors too easy
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Dataset Proper&es

‣ One paragraph? One document? All of Wikipedia?

‣ Some explicitly require linking between mul&ple sentences (MCTest, 
WikiHop, HotpotQA)

‣ Axis 1: cloze task (fill in blank) vs. mul&ple choice vs. span-based vs. 
freeform genera&on

‣ Axis 2: what’s the input?

‣ Axis 3: what capabili&es are needed to answer ques&ons?
‣ Finding simple informa&on? Combining informa&on across mul&ple 

sources? Commonsense knowledge?



Span-based Ques&on Answering 



SQuAD
‣ Single-document, single-sentence ques&on-answering task where the 

answer is always a substring of the passage

Rajpurkar et al. (2016)

‣ Predict start and end indices of the answer in the passage



SQuAD 2.0
‣ SQuAD 1.1 contains 100k+ QA pairs from 500+ Wikipedia ar&cles.

Rajpurkar et al. (2016)

‣ SQuAD 2.0 includes addi&onal 50k ques&ons that cannot be answered.

‣ These ques&ons were crowdsourced.



SQuAD
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Rajpurkar et al. (2016)

first female recipient of the Nobel Prize .
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SQuAD

Q: What was Marie Curie the first female recipient of?

Rajpurkar et al. (2016)

first female recipient of the Nobel Prize .

START END

‣ Like a tagging problem over the sentence (not mul&class classifica&on), 
but we need some way of a1ending to the query



Why did this take off?

‣ SQuAD was big: >100,000 ques&ons (wri1en by human) at a &me when 
deep learning was exploding

‣ SQuAD was pre(y easy: year-over-year progress for a few years un&l the 
dataset was essen&ally solved

‣ SQuAD had room to improve: ~50% performance from a logis&c 
regression baseline (classifier with 180M features over cons&tuents)
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‣ Passage (context) and query are both encoded with BiLSTMs

‣ Context-to-query a1en&on: compute sodmax over columns of S, take 
weighted sum of u based on a1en&on weights for each passage word

Seo et al. (2016)
passage H

query U

↵ij = softmaxj(Sij) ‣ dist over query

ũi =
X

j

↵ijuj ‣ query “specialized” 
to the ith word

Bidirec&onal A1en&on Flow (BiDAF)
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Bidirec&onal A1en&on Flow

Seo et al. (2016)

Each passage 
word now “knows 
about” the query
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QA with BERT

Devlin et al. (2019)

‣ Predict start and end posi&ons in passage

‣ No need for cross-a1en&on mechanisms!

What was Marie Curie the first female recipient of ? [SEP] Marie Curie was the first female recipient of …
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SQuAD SOTA: Fall 2018

‣ nlnet, QANet, r-net — 
dueling super complex 
systems (much more than 
BiDAF…)

‣ BERT: transformer-based 
approach with pretraining 
on 3B tokens

‣ BiDAF: 73 EM / 81 F1
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What	are	these	models	learning?

‣ “Who…”:	knows	to	look	for	people

‣ “Which	film…”:	can	iden<fy	movies	and	then	spot	keywords	that	
are	related	to	the	ques<on

‣ Unless	ques<ons	are	made	super	tricky	(target	closely-related	
en<<es	who	are	easily	confused),	they’re	usually	not	so	hard	to	
answer



But how well are these doing?
‣ Can construct adversarial 

examples that fool these 
systems: add one carefully 
chosen sentence and 
performance drops to below 
50%

Jia and Liang (2017)

‣ S&ll “surface-level” matching, 
not complex understanding

‣ Other challenges: recognizing 
when answers aren’t present, 
doing mul&-step reasoning
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Weakness to Adversaries

Jia and Liang (2017)

‣ Performance of basically every 
model drops to below 60% (when 
the model doesn't train on these)

‣ BERT variants also weak to these 
kinds of adversaries

‣ Unlike other adversarial models, we 
don’t need to customize the 
adversary to the model; this single 
sentence breaks every SQuAD 
model
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Universal Adversarial “Triggers”

‣ Similar to Jia and Liang, but add the same adversary to every passage. 

‣ Adding “why how because to kill American people” cause SQuAD trained 
models to return this answer 10-50% of the &me for WHY ques&ons 

‣ Similar a1ack on WHO ques&ons Wallace et al. (2019)
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How to fix QA?
‣ Be1er models?

‣ Be1er datasets

‣ Large language models can help

‣ Training on Jia+Liang adversaries can help, but there are plenty of other 
similar a1acks which that doesn't solve

‣ Same ques&ons but with more distractors may challenge our models

‣ Harder QA tasks

‣ Ask ques&ons which cannot be answered in a simple way

‣ Later in class: retrieval-based open-domain QA models

‣ Next up: mulE-hop QA and other QA sezngs
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Mul&-Hop Ques&on Answering

Welbl et al. (2018), Yang et al. (2018)

‣ Very few SQuAD ques&ons require actually combining mul&ple 
pieces of informa&on — this is an important capability QA 
systems should have

‣ Several datasets test mulE-hop reasoning: ability to answer 
ques&ons that draw on several sentences or several documents 
to answer



WikiHop

Figure from Welbl et al. (2018)

‣ Annotators shown Wikipedia 
and asked to pose a simple 
ques&on linking two en&&es 
that require a third (bridging) 
en&ty to associate; mul&-
choice answer. 

‣ A model shouldn’t be able to 
answer these without doing some 
reasoning about the intermediate 
en&ty



HotpotQA
Ques%on:  What government posiEon was held by the woman who portrayed  
Corliss Archer in the film Kiss and Tell ? 

Example picked from HotpotQA [Yang et al., 2018]

‣ Much longer and more convoluted ques&ons; span-based answer.
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Mul&-hop Reasoning

Meet Corliss Archer is an American television sitcom that aired on CBS …

Ques%on:  What government posiEon was held by the woman who portrayed  
Corliss Archer in the film Kiss and Tell ? 

Shirley Temple Black was an American actress, businesswoman, and singer …

Kiss and Tell is a comedy film in which 17-year-old Shirley Temple acts as  
Corliss Archer . 

…

…

As an adult, she served as Chief of Protocol of the United States Do
c 

1
Do

c 
2

Same en&ty

Do
c 

3

Same en&ty

No simple lexical overlap.
…but only one government posi&on appears in the context!

Example picked from HotpotQA [Yang et al., 2018]
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This is an idealized version of mul&-hop reasoning. Do models need to do this to 
do well on this task?
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Sentence Factored Model
Find the answer by comparing each sentence with the ques&on separately!

Ques%on:  The Oberoi family is part of a hotel company that has a head 
office in what city?

The Oberoi Group is a 
hotel company with its 
head office in Delhi.

Doc 2
Future Fibre Technologies 
 a fiber technologies  
company …

Doc 3

The Oberoi family is an 
Indian family that is …

Doc 1

Chen and Durre1 (2019)



Sentence Factored Model

The Oberoi family  
… what city?

The Oberoi 
Group … in Delhi.

Future Fibre 
Technologies 
 is a fibre…

The 
Oberoi 
family … 

Answer predic&on: 
Delhi

BiDAF BiDAFBiDAF

Chen and Durre1 (2019)



Sentence Factored Model

The Oberoi family  
… what city?

The Oberoi 
Group … in Delhi.

Future Fibre 
Technologies 
 is a fibre…

The 
Oberoi 
family … 

Answer predic&on: 
Delhi ‣ Sodmax over all sentences is the only cross-sentence interac&on

BiDAF BiDAFBiDAF

Chen and Durre1 (2019)



Sentence Factored Model

Chen and Durre1 (2019)



Graph-based Models

Asai et al. (2020)

‣ use hyperlink structure of Wikipedia and a strong mul&-step 
retrieval mode built on BERT



Retrieval-based QA  
(a.k.a. open-domain QA)



Problems

Lee et al. (2019)

‣ Many SQuAD ques&ons are not suited to the “open” sezng because 
they’re underspecified

‣ SQuAD ques&ons were wri1en by people looking at the passage — 
encourages a ques&on structure which mimics the passage and doesn’t 
look like “real” ques&ons

‣ Where did the Super Bowl take place?

‣ Which player on the Carolina Panthers was named MVP?



Open-domain QA

‣ SQuAD-style QA is very ar&ficial, not really a real applica&on

‣ Real QA systems should be able to handle more than just a paragraph of 
context — theore&cally should work over the whole web?



Open-domain QA

‣ SQuAD-style QA is very ar&ficial, not really a real applica&on

‣ Real QA systems should be able to handle more than just a paragraph of 
context — theore&cally should work over the whole web?

Q: What was Marie Curie the recipient of?
Marie Curie was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry and 
the Nobel Prize in Physics…
Mother Teresa received the Nobel Peace Prize in…
Curie received his doctorate in March 1895…
Skłodowska received accolades for her early work…



Open-domain QA

‣ SQuAD-style QA is very ar&ficial, not really a real applica&on

‣ Real QA systems should be able to handle more than just a paragraph of 
context — theore&cally should work over the whole web?

‣ This also introduces more complex distractors (bad answers) and should 
require stronger QA systems



Open-domain QA

‣ SQuAD-style QA is very ar&ficial, not really a real applica&on

‣ Real QA systems should be able to handle more than just a paragraph of 
context — theore&cally should work over the whole web?

‣ QA pipeline: given a ques&on:

‣ Retrieve some documents with an IR system

‣ Zero in on the answer in those documents with a QA model

‣ This also introduces more complex distractors (bad answers) and should 
require stronger QA systems



DrQA

Chen et al. (2017)

‣ How oden does the 
retrieved context 
contain the answer? 
(uses Lucene, basically 
sparse {-idf vectors)



DrQA

Chen et al. (2017)

‣ How oden does the 
retrieved context 
contain the answer? 
(uses Lucene, basically 
sparse {-idf vectors)

‣ Full retrieval results 
using a QA model 
trained on SQuAD: task 
is much harder 



NaturalQues&ons

Kwiatkowski et al. (2019)

‣ Ques&ons arose naturally, unlike SQuAD ques&ons which were wri1en 
by people looking at a passage. This makes them much harder

‣ Short answer F1s < 60, long answer F1s <75

‣ Real ques&ons 
from Google, 
answerable with 
Wikipedia

‣ Short answers 
and long answers 
(snippets)



Retrieval with BERT

Lee et al. (2019)

‣ Can we do be1er than a 
simple IR system?

‣ Encode the query with BERT, 
pre-encode all paragraphs with 
BERT, query is basically nearest 
neighbors



REALM

Guu et al. (2020)

‣ Technique for integra&ng 
retrieval into pre-training

‣ Retriever relies on a 
maximum inner-product 
search (MIPS) over BERT 
embeddings

‣ MIPS is fast — challenge is 
how to refresh the BERT 
embeddings



REALM

Guu et al. (2020)

‣ Fine-tuning can exploit the same kind of textual knowledge

‣ Can work for tasks requiring knowledge lookups



REALM

Guu et al. (2020)

‣ 330M parameters + a knowledge base beats an 11B parameter T5 
model



Other Types of QA



59

TriviaQA

Joshi	et	al.	(2017)

‣ Totally	figuring	this	
out	is	very	challenging

‣ Coref: 
the	failed	campaign 
movie	of	the	same	name

‣ Lots	of	surface	clues:	
1961,	campaign,	etc.

‣ Systems	can	do	well	
without	really	
understanding	the	text



Narra&veQA

Kočiský et al. (2017)

‣ Humans see a summary of a 
book: …Peter’s former girlfriend 
Dana Barrea has had a son, 
Oscar…

‣ Ques&on: How is Oscar 
related to Dana?

‣ Answering these ques&ons from the 
source text (not summary) requires 
complex inferences and is extremely 
challenging; no progress on this 
dataset for 2 years ader its release



DROP

Dua et al. (2019)

‣ QA datasets to model programs/computa&on



DROP

Dua et al. (2019)

‣ Ques&on types: subtrac&on, comparison (which did he visit first), coun&ng 
and sor&ng (which kicker kicked more field goals),  

‣ QA datasets to model programs/computa&on



DROP

Dua et al. (2019)

‣ Ques&on types: subtrac&on, comparison (which did he visit first), coun&ng 
and sor&ng (which kicker kicked more field goals),  

‣ Invites ad hoc solu&ons like predic&ng two numbers + opera&on

‣ QA datasets to model programs/computa&on



Unified QA

Khashabi et al. (2020)



Unified QA

Khashabi et al. (2020)



Recap: T5

Raffel et al. (2020)

‣ Frame many problems as sequence-to-sequence ones:



Recap: T0

Sanh et al. (2022)

‣ Extended from  
LM-adapted T5  
model  
(Lester et al. 2021)

‣ “Instruc&on Tuning” —  
using exis&ng  
labeled training  
datasets from  
many tasks +  
crowdsourced prompts



Unified QA

Khashabi et al. (2020)



Unifying Other NLP tasks as QA
‣ e.g. turn binary classifica&on tasks into a “Yes"/“No" QA format

Zhong et al. (2021)



Unifying Other NLP tasks as QA
Are these two quesEons asking for the same thing? 
Does the tweet contain irony? 
Is this news about world events? 
Does the text contain a definiEon? 
Is the tweet an offensive tweet? 
Is the text objecEve? 
Does the quesEon ask for a numerical answer? 
Is the tweet against environmentalist iniEaEves? 
Is this abstract about Physics? 
Does the tweet express anger? 
Does the user dislike this movie? 
Is the sentence ungrammaEcal? Zhong et al. (2021)



 Flan
‣ Pre-train, then fine-tune on a bunch of tasks, generalize to unseen tasks

Chung et al. (2022)

‣ Scaling the number of tasks, models size (Flan-T5, Flan-Palm), and fine-
tuning on chain-of-thought data



 Flan

Chung et al. (2022)

‣ Fine-tuned on 473 
datasets, 1836 
tasks.

‣ Some datasets 
support mul&ple 
tasks

‣ E.g. SQuAD can be 
used for QA or 
ques&on genera&on.



 Flan

Chung et al. (2022)

‣ Instruc&on fine-tuning can be done on various models (PaLM, T5, etc.)

‣ Flan-T5 models publicly available



 Flan

Chung et al. (2022)

‣ Instruc&on fine-tuning can be done on various models (PaLM, T5, etc.)

‣ Flan-T5 models publicly available



Takeaways

‣ Models can oden work well for one QA task but don’t generalize

‣ There’s lots that we can’t do, but we’re gezng really good at puzng our 
hands on random facts from the Internet

‣ Lots of problems with current QA sezngs, lots of new datasets

‣ QA over tables, images, knowledge bases, …

‣ Cross-lingual and mul&lingual QA …


